Quantum Transport in Semiconductor Devices
This final report describes a program of research investigating quantum effects which become important in ultra-small semiconductor devices, and the manner in which these effects may limit downscaling of individual feature sizes. These structures are important for both dense VLSI and millimeter wave usage. In such small devices, where individual feature sizes may be only a few tens of nanometers, significant device performance is dependent upon dynamic transient response effects which become quantum mechanical in nature. Both the time scale and the space scale involved is such that the quantum nature of the transport can greatly modify the normally expected semiclassical response.
A. Introduction
During the last several decades, the growth of large-scale integration has been quite rapid, and expected VHSIC chips will have up to 33 million individual transistors on them.
Indeed, the growth of complexity within an individual chip has grown steadily at approximately a factor of 4 for each three year period-e.g., there is a new generation of DRAM introduced each three years, whose complexity increases by a factor of 4. There are, of course, several factors to the growth of complexity, but decreasing feature size is one of the leading factors. As a consequence, it is expected that next year's 16 Mb DRAM will have a 0.5 \xm design rule and feature size. Yet, it has been speculated that a limitation will arise near 0.1 u\m that will prevent further decreases in feature size.
We can understand the driving forces (and the need for further understanding of the physics) quite easily. To reach a billion transistors, as envisaged, requires a scale-up of a factor of 2000 over the HP chip, which means a = -5. Thus, if we follow the scaling relationships, we expect to see transistors with gate lengths of only 30 nm! Very few laboratories have produced research devices with gate lengths or this scale and little is understood about the limitations (from the physics) that will determine whether or not these devices are practical. However, it is quite unlikely that the individual transistor size will limit the scaling of ULSJ! What is happening in the reduction of individual feature sizes of a transistor, used as the basic building block for ULSI, is that the critical length (e.g. the gate length or a depletion length) will become so small that it approaches the coherence length of the electrons that provide the operation. Over the past several years, it has become evident that this latter length is not the wavelength of the electron itself, but the inelastic mean free path, or the length over which the energy coherence is maintained by the electron. With modern modulation doping techniques in heterojunction device structures, this latter length can be more than 1 |im at low temperatures, but there is also evidence that it can be as much as 0.1 (im at room temperature, even in Si. The consequence is that such small devices must now be treated as quantum mechanical objects, and many phenomena become important that have never been treated in the normal classical and semi-classical treatments of semiconductor devices. While this has served to invigorate studies of quantum behavior in device structures, we are limited in that many of these quantum phenomena are only poorly understood at best.
B. Limits to Uitrasmall Devices
The push in fabricating semiconductor devices is progressively to shrink critical This improvement of device performance can be explained by the semiconductor device models which are based on the gradual channel approximation. As the gate lengths are reduced further in size, however, the linear dependence of device characteristics with gate length is no longer valid. Device performance of these FETs is dominated by short channel effects and velocity overshoot. Short channel effects are mainly due to a reduced gate aspect ratio. This, in turn, deteriorates device parameters and leads to decreased transconductance ?nd microwave cut-off frequency, and a shifted threshold voltage. On the other hand, velocity overshoot due to non-stationary electron transport of reduced transit time improves these parameters.
The devices we have made are among the smallest in the world (the Japanese have made such devices with gate lengths as short as 20 nm). From careful studies of the transport properties of these devices, it has been established that they are limited by velocity saturation ( Fig. 1 ) (and concomitant velocity overshoot) and it appears that the currentcutoff mechanism is not simple depletion of the active channel by the gate potential.
Rather, it seems that significant current flow is achieved in the smallest devices due to tunneling through the gate-drain potential barrier.
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Scaling behavior is drawn from experimental data on both transconductance and microwave performance. These devices are essentially velocity saturated devices, so that the only gate length dependence arises from geometrical factors, such as the device aspect ratio, and from transient transport effects. It is found that below 55 to 70 nm, velocity overshoot plays a significant role in device performance. Below 35 nm, the increasing importance of a finite source-drain resistance becomes important, while for the smallest devices (25 nm), the drain-current is thought to be dominated by tunneling of carriers through the depletion potential. As mentioned, the rise in transconductance as the gate length is reduced in these devices is attributed to vel( city o v -.. shoot. The degree to which the velocity can be enhanced by velocity overshoot depen»...* significantly on both the momentum and energy relaxation processes. These devices are heterostructure devices with a significant interface between say the GaAs and the GaAlAs in a normal HEMT. In nearly all current models of transport in these devices, the optical phonons--the interaction that leads to both energy and momentum relaxation-are treated through the bulk modes and bulk interactions.
However, it is known that interface modes can exist in these systems, but their effect on transport has only been investigated briefly. In recent years, these modes have been studied much more intensely, at least theoretically.
C.
Modeling of Quantum Effects in MESFETs
As the minimum feature sizes of electronic devices become smaller, velocity overshoot and quantum effects become important. Evidence of these effects has been observed in experimental devices with gates several tens of nanometers long, as discussed above. The accurate modeling of velocity overshoot, in general, requires a treatment which can distinguish momentum and energy relaxation, while tunneling and other phenomena occurring over de Broglie-wavelength scales require a description which incorporates quantum mechanics at some level. We have begun modeling by the quantum moment equations, which satisfies these two requirements.
In principle, large-scale devices can be modeled classically, with an accurate description being given by the Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) This equation, however, time-evolves a complete single-particle phase-space distribution /(x, p, r). For the simulation of real, three-dimensional devices, this requires prohibitive amounts of memory and computation time. As a practical alternative, one can integrate the BTE with powers of the momentum to derive a set of time-evolution equations for the moments -position-dependent expectation values of powers of the momentum <p n >.
This kind of reduced description is useful because a good approximation of the full phase space distribution, as well as most of the quantities of interest, can be determined from the few lowest moments. The hydrodynamic model is based on the first three moment equations, which describe the particle (n = <p">), momentum, and energy transport:
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Here, the relaxation terms are an approximation to integral terms which involve the scattering cross section. The effective mass m, momentum relaxation time x m and energy relaxation time i£ are all energy dependent and may be obtained from Monte Carlo simulations of bulk material. We have written the equations for a parabolic energy band, and for a purely electrostatic potential. Many simulations of submicron-gate-length semiconductor devices using a hydrodynamic model can be found in the literature. All of these make certain additional approximations whose validity for devices of the sizes now being made must be reexamined.
In general, the moment equations form an infinite hierarchy of equations, corresponding to the fact that an infinite number of moments is needed to recover the information in the complete phase-space distribution. The equations in this hierarchy are coupled to each other by the second term in (1): The time derivative of each moment is related to the gradient of the next higher moment. In order to solve a finite set of equations, one must use some approximate piece of information to "close" the equations. This has been done above by assuming that the momentum distribution is symmetric, in the sense of having a vanishing "skewness". A strong sufficient condition for this is that the distribution depend only on (p-<p>) 2 . In particular, it holds for a drifted-Maxwellian distribution, which has only Gaussian correlations. One physical consequence of this assumption is that heat flow due to the electron gas is not included in the energy equation.
Several groups have succeeded in developing full two-dimensional simulations of semiconductor devices in which the nonequilibrium transport is governed by the (2)- (4), a pseudotime approximation was used (in which the convective derivatives are folded into a total "time"
partial derivative). The electrostatic potential exhibits sharp structures, which we have previously shown to lead to quantum corrections. In such sharp potential structures, it is necessary to properly account for the initial distribution, which must include the quantum effects. The barrier repulsion, which arises from the quantum nonlocal potentials, is complementary to barrier penetration and tunneling, and it will strongly affect properties near pinchoff, and the bias point at which pinchoff occurs.
If, at the starting point of the simulation, the system is in equilibrium, then the problem of computing a quantum mechanically accurate initial condition is a straightforward one of evaluating common quantum statistical mechanics expressions. In practice this too involves prodigious computation, particularly for high temperatures. At high temperatures, however, the Wigner distribution function must approach the classical one, which has a simple local exponential dependence on the potential. Deviations from a local dependence on the potential result essentially from the nonlocalizability of a finiteenergy electron. With this motivation, a quasi-classical approximation which explicitly performs the local average of potential over a length scale on the order of the thermal de Broglie wavelength has been adopted. The method is described elsewhere, where we give the parameter values found to optimize the fit to a single semi-infinite barrier at all temperatures. This fit is shown in Fig. 4 , showing excellent agreement with the exact result, which is also shown. 
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